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Famous for rice agriculture, copper and rare 
metal mining(kuro-ko) and cedar tree forestry 

Map of Akita 
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■ Akita is one of the richest areas of intangible 
cultural assets in Japan. 

■ Rapid aging, depopulation in community 
  (one of the biggest social problems in Japan) 
　→	 Lack of successors → On the verge of 

vanishing 

■ Developing a technique to record and 
store Japanese traditional folk dances in 
order to hand them down since 1998　 

   by Akita Univ, Warabi-za(theatrical 
company in Akita, performing a traditional 
dance and drama)  
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 1. Utilize motion capturing system (MoCap) 
to record a motion of a dance  

 2. Reproduce a motion of a dance using CG 
technique 

 3. Proposed a dancing note(舞踊符:buyo-fu) 
to structually store a motion data of a 
dance 

 4. Developed hand motion capturing system
(Hand MoCap) to record an exquite 
finger motion 

 5. Developing a handing-down technique to 
virtually instruct a dance        

Outline of our reaserch �
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Conventional recording methods of 
traditional folk dances	 

■ Traditional folk dances have been always 
recorded using the techniques and media of the 
times in order to hand them down	 

■ Conventional methods	 
– illustration, photo(still image)　⇒　two 

dimensional	 
– movie, video(moving image)　 
    ⇒　two dimensional + time	 

■ Insufficient for handing down	 
　	 	 ⇒	 “three dimensional + time” method is   
        desirable	 
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Labanotation 
  proposed by Rudolf von Laban (1879-1958)	 
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An example of illustrations 

“How	 to	 move	 a	 leg	 forward”	 
	 	 	 	 in	 “Kihon	 no	 mai(Basic	 dance)	 

basic posture      move a leg forward     move a leg forward	

                            straightly                     diagonally �
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Utilize motion capturing system 
and CG technique 

1) Record a motion of a dance in 3D 
digital data 

2) Reproduce a motion of a dance by 
creating CG animation, Observe a 
motion of a dance from any direction 
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Types	 of	 motion	 capturing	 system	 

(1) Optical type 

(2) Magnetic type 
(3) Mechanical  
      type 

 Adopted a magnetic type. 
-  can easily capture a motion by both position and angle data 
-  angle data plays an important role to reproduce a motion�
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3-dimensional recording of 
a human moition	 

■ Motion capturing sysem 
(magnetic type, wireless）
Motion StarTM(Ascension) 

■ 15 sensors are attached at 
head, arm, chest, waist, leg 

■  record 3-D position and 
angle data easily every 1/30 s 

■ Angle data play an important 
role to reproduce a motion of 
a dance 

sensor�
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Scene of capturing	 

Motion capture studio at Warabi-za �

Title: Bonmai(dance with a plate) �
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An example of CG created using motion 
capturing data	 

Title: 
Akita obako 

(young lady in  
Akita) 
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Proposed a dancing note　 

Dancing note and dancing score 
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Dancing note and dancing score 
■ Dancing note：	 

– A code made by naming a motion primitive(‘振り
(furi)’ in Japanese) retrieved in a motion capturing 
data of a dance 

– Can describe a dance by arranging a dancing note	 
– Can find out the structure of a dance 
– Can create a new dance by arranging dancing notes 

■ Dancing score：	 
– Description of a human motion made by arranging 

dancing notes	 
■ This idea is suggested by considering a 

primitive (musical note) in music 	 
– Musical note	 ⇔	 dancing note　 
– Musical score	 ⇔	 dancing score	 
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Dance composer	 
Arrange a dancing note on a dancing score sheet  
along a time axis for each body part　	 ⇒　a new 
dance is created	 

Segmentation of body parts 
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Published learning DVD for a 
traditional folk dance 
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Published learning DVD 
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Deveolped hand motion 
Capturing system(Hand MoCap)	



Mechanism of measurement 
 (LIBERTYTM 16 system, Polhemus) 
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Three axis 
orthogonal coil 

Transmitter 

Three axis 
orthogonal coil 

Receiver 
Pulsed 

magnetic field 

Computer 
& 

Software 
Detect circuit Drive circuit 

(x, y, z) (Azimuth, Elevation, Roll) 

Relative position and angle are 
calculated from Faraday's law of 

electromagnetic induction. 



Specification of Hand MoCap 

■ Sampling frequency： 240Hz per receiver 

■ Measurable angles: 16potions×３ degrees 
of  freedom＝48angles	

■ 測定位置：　16positions×３（X,Y,Z) 

position[mm] angle[deg] 
accuracy	 0.76 0.15 
resolution	 0.0038 0.0012 

※　angle resolution of CyberGlove:0.5deg 
:20	




装着ユニット	

  装着ユニット	
  装着者を限定しない	
  手の動作を制限しない	

  装着時のズレが少ない	

L

H
W

L9.6  W9.6  H9.6[mm]	

Receiver	

H

L	
W

Transmitter	

L23  W28  H16 [mm]	

被験者の手の形状に合わせて，
容易に装着位置を調整可能	

 　トランスミッタ	

 　レシーバ	
激しい運動時でも安定してデータを計
測できるようにレシーバ形状を工夫	
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A hand attaching Hand MoCap 

16	 Receivers	 

Transmitter	 

3D	 Digitizer：ＬＩＢＥＲＴＹ	 

Control	 ＰＣ	 
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Scene of recording piano 
performance using Hand Mocap 

Performance scene 
A transmitter is placed on a floor.	


VTR�



Side View	


Scene of recording piano performance 
using Hand Mocap 

Performance scene 

Top View	


A transmitter placed on a floor.	


VTR�
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Recording	 of	 flute	 performance	 
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Measure	 motions	 of	 both	 hand	 
and	 

body	 simultaneously	 	 
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Configuration of MoCap system	 

Sampling rate 
　MotionStar:70.9Hz 
　LIBERTY: 240Hz 

LIBERTY16 
System 

(for fingers of 
the left hand) 

MotionStar 
Wireless 

(for body)	

Capturing PC	

Trans- 
mitter	

Network	

USB USB 

transmitter	 transmitter	

USB 
... ... 

Network	

Sensor position  of MotionStar 
Sensor position of LIBERTY 

Ethernet cable	

LIBERTY16 
System 

(for fingers of 
the right hand) 
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 Scene of measuring a folk dance  
               and its CG animation	 

Nishimonai bon-odori 
(one of the most famous 

Bon festival dances in Japan) 
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Proposed a technique to hand 
traditional folk  dances  

down to the next generation 

 1) Only recording and storing a human 
motion of a dance is insufficient for 
handing down a dance  
 2) Specific handing-down technique is 
needed  



Handing-down technique 
for traditional folk dance	 
■ Is it sufficient only to record and store 

traditional folk dance? 
■ How should we show dances to a learner? 
■ How should we judge a degree of mastery 

of a dance? 
■ How should we explain the meaning and 

aim of each motion of a dance? 
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Our proposal	 
■ How does a teacher instruct a dance to a 

learner ? 
 1) Show a model performance to a learner(a student) 
    2) Explain what meaning each motion has, where a 

leaner should watch carefully in each motion 
 3) Instruct a dance part by part in an early learning stage 

 4) Instruct while watching and checking a learner’s motion 
 5) Evaluate a learner’s degree of mastery of a dance 

■ In order to hand down 
 1) The data needed for 1),2) and 3) should be recorded and 

stored 
 2) The information needed for 4) and 5) should be shown a 

learner by processing the recorded and stored data.	 31	




Proposed methods to realize 	 
■ Proposed a method that a CG character model 

with the same shape as a learner performs a 
dance in accordance with teacher’s motion data
(model performance) 

■ Proposed a method that learner’s performance 
can be compared with teacher’s performance 
(self-evaluation of a degree of mastery) 

■ Proposed a method that the meaning and the aim 
of each motion, and an emotional expression 
included in each motion can be shown to a 
learner(explanation of a dance) 
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A method where a CG character 
model with the same body shape 
as a learner performs a dance in 
accordance with teacher’s motion 
data	


   Teacher’s                         Model 
  performance                 performance 
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How to show a model performance 
 A model performance should be shown to a  

learner 
 It is effective that a CG character with the same 

shape as a learner performs a dance in 
accordance with teacher’s motion data 

 A skeleton model is needed in order to create a 
CG animation where a character can perform a 
dance in accordance with motion data  

 Developed a tool where we can easily construct 
a skeleton model of a learner using a photo 
taken by a digital camera 



How to construct a skeleton model 
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Data format of a huaman motion	 
■ BVH(Biovision Hierarchy)  
    format	 	

– Can be used by a major  
   3DCG software	
– Typical data format of MoCap	

■ Consists of two parts	
– HIERARCHY part 
  Describe hierachically the 
 structure of a human skeleton 
 model 

(position of a ROOT, relative 
 position of JOIN and END to a 
 ROOT, connection relation  
between two adjacent nodes	
– MOTION part  

 Describe a motion  by position and angle of a ROOT, and 
relative angles of a JOINT and END to an adjacent node	

HIERARCHY	  part�

MOTION	  part�
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a CG character with the 
same body shape as a 
learner can perform a 
dance in accordance with 
teacher’s motion data 
(model  performance) 

HIERARCHY	  part�

MOTION	  part�

BVH data of a teacher 
captured by MoCap 

Teacher’s skeleton dada 

Learner’ skeleton data  
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Model performance（eshappe） 

Teacher’s shape Learner’s shape 
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Model performance 

Title: New Soran-bushi�
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Method to compare a teacher’s 
performance and a learner’s 

performance 



Comparison of peromance between 
a teacher and a learner	

■ Record dance Motions of a teacher and a learner using  MoCap 
■ Compare learner’s performance with a model performance 
■ A learner can recognize the differences     meaningful for 

acqriing a skill of a dance 

　         mm 
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Comparison of peromance between 
a teacher and learner	

■  Record dance Motions of a teacher and a learner using  
MoCap 

■  Compare learner’s performance with a model perfomance 
■  A learner can recognize the differnces 
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Model performance	 Learner’s performance	 
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Method to explain a learner the 
meaning and the aim in each motion, 

and the emotional expression included 
in each motion 

1) A body part whose motion 
     is explained should be  
     highlighted and well observed. 

2) Explanations should be  
     made by sentenses or by  
      voices 
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An example of the CG contents 
to explain the motion of a folk dance	

Title of a dance: 
Soran-bushi 
(Fisherman’s folk 
song and dance) 
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 Select explanation period 
(explanation scene) in the whole 
motions of a dance 

 Select a body part to be 
explained 

 Define sentences for explaining a 
motion 

 Automatically generate a camera 
work(sequences of a position and 
an angle of a camera) that a body 
part to be explained can be 
highlighted and are well 
observed, explaining a motion by 
sentences 

CG contents production system for 
explaining a human motion 
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GUI of contents production system	
Scenario editor 

Scene editor 



How to determine a camerework 
■ Find out a plane where a motion of a body part to be 

explained is most widely distributed : 
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 Analyze trajectories of a body part to be explained 
using a principal component analysis method	

最も広がる方向	 

次に広がる方向	 
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An example of the CG contents 
to explain the motion of a folk dance	

Title of a dance: 
Soran-bushi 
(Fisherman’s folk 
song and dance) 
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Proposing ubiquitous training 
environment	 



Concept 
■ In the process of acquiring a (dancing) skill 

–  It is essential that a learner recognizes the differences 
of the motion between a teacher and himself(herself). 

■ Apprentice(training) period is indispensable when 
a learner is rehearsed directly by a teacher 

■ The ageing of a skilled teacher, the depopulation 
of the society 
– The environment should be established where a leaner 

could learn without a skilled teacher at any time and at 
any place as if he(she) were rehearsed directly by a 
skilled teacher. 

50 
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Ubiquitous	 training	 
	 environment	 

MoCap  
database 

Learner 

The Internet(Virtual world) 

Ubiquitous training 
 environment	 
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Conclusion(1) 
 Developed recording and storing technique of 

traditional folk dances aiming at handing them 
down 

1.  Utilize motion capturing system and VR(CG) 
technique 

2.  Proposed a dancing note(Buyo-fu) to structually 
store motion data of a dance 

3.  Produced a DVD to learn a traditional folk dance 
 Developed a hand motion capturing system for 

recording an exquisite motion of a finger 
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Conclusion(2) 
 Developing a handing-down technique for a 

Japanese traditional folk dance 
‐Proposed the technique to show a model performance 
　‐CG character with a learner’s body shape can perform 

a dance in accordance with teacher’s motion data 
‐Proposed a self-evaluation method of a skill level 
　	 	 	 	 displaying both a learner’s performance and a 

teacher’s performance simultaneously. A learner can 
evaluate his(her) performance by himself(herself) 
‐Proposed a CG contents production system where we 

can explain the meaning and the aim of each motion, 
and emotional expression included in each motion 
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Conclusion(3) 
 Proposing ubiquitous training environment	 

1.  a learner can recognize the difference of a motion 
between a teacher and himself(herself). 

2.  a leaner can learn without a skilled teacher at any 
time and at any place as if he(she) were rehearsed 
directly by a skilled teacher. 

3.  To be realized on the Internet 
4.  Intend to handing down not only a traditional folk 

dance but olso the other craftsman’s skill to the next 
generation 
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In intangible cultural assets, we can deeply feel the 
scenery of life, scenery of mental images, wisdom and 
knowledge of our ancestors.  

We have the duty to hand down such valuable cultural 
assets to the next generations. However, since there is 
the serious problem that the inheritors are rapidly 
vanishing due to the rapid aging and the depopulation of 
regional communities, we cannot escape from losing 
intangible cultural assets.  

We deeply hope that our research could contribute to 
handing down a traditional folk dance to the next 
generation. 
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琴の演奏と3D－CG �



具体的な手法�
■ 教師のモーションキャプチャデータ	 
　　　→	 生徒の手のモデルの3D-CGを作成	 

■ 透過型HMDを装備した生徒の手指に重なるように
表示	 

■ 3D-CGの師匠の手が目の前に現れ手技を手ほどき	 
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モーションキャプチャシステム	 

 光学式	 
　・人体にマーカを取付けて複数のカメラで撮影する．	 
　　その後，画像処理によりマーカの3次元位置を得る．	 	 

 磁気式	 
　・人体に磁気センサを取り付け，トランスミッタから空　　	 
　　間内に磁場を発生させ，センサ内のそれぞれのコイル	 
　　に誘導される誘導電流値から3次元的な位置と回転角度	 
　　情報を算出する．	 	 

 機械式	 
　・人体に測定用の機械を取り付ける．人体が動くことに	 
　　より，関節がどう動いたかを測定し3次元位置を得る．	 	 



手指用MoCapの可能性 
従来不可能だった動作解析： 
■ ピアノ等の楽器演奏時の手指の動き 
■ 野球のピッチャー等、ｽﾎﾟｰﾂ時の手指の動き 
　→新たな映像・デジタルコンテンツの制作が可能 

技の記録・保存・伝承：教育へ 
■ 経験豊富な医師の手術中の手技 
■ 熟練した技術者・匠の技 
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 Structure of a human 
skeleton model used	

Construct a skeleton model	
Length between 

nodes and 
direction are 

described	

ROOT	

JOINT	

End	

Segment	
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Famous for rice agriculture, copper and 
rare metal mining(kuro-ko), 
Pine tree forestry 


